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one school level, a school facility payment will be required for each inadequate school level. No
school cluster exceeds the 120 percent program capacity ceiling. Therefore, residential
subdivisions will not be under moratorium in any school cluster. The Council approved
placeholder capital projects in four clusters to avoid a potential moratorium. These included the
following: for the Einstein cluster, funding for six high school classrooms was added to the CIP;
in the Gaithersburg cluster ten elementary classrooms were added; in the Wheaton cluster four
middle school classrooms were added; and in the Northwood cluster ten high school
classrooms were added. To address capacity issues at the high school level in Clarksburg,
MCPS reassigned future high school capacity in the Seneca Valley cluster to the Clarksburg
cluster. Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) is planning to add capacity at Seneca
Valley High School through its already funded revitalization/expansion project scheduled for
completion in August 2019. Once completed, MCPS is proposing a boundary change that will
make approximately 1,000 seats available to address deficits in both the Clarksburg and
Northwest clusters.
According to the analysis, a school facility payment will be required in the following clusters at
the elementary school level: Clarksburg, Gaithersburg, Northwood, and Quince Orchard. At the
middle school level, residential development in the Blair, Damascus, Gaithersburg, Kennedy,
Northwood, Rockville, Wheaton, and Whitman clusters will require a school facility payment.
And, at the high school level, a school facility payment will be required in the Blair, Churchill,
Clarksburg, Einstein, Walter Johnson, Kennedy, Richard Montgomery, Northwest, Northwood,
Paint Branch, Quince Orchard, Wheaton, and Whitman clusters. A school facility payment will
be levied at each school level found to be inadequate.
These results are similar to the school test for FY15. During FY15 sixteen school clusters
required the payment of a school facility fee with five school clusters exceeding capacity at more
than one school level.
In the 2007-2009 Growth Policy the administration of a school capacity ceiling, commonly
referred to as the School Queue, was introduced. If a subdivision would cause a cluster to
exceed the 120 percent threshold at any level, only the number of dwelling units that would
reach the threshold would be allowed. Similarly, if a subdivision would cause a cluster to
exceed the 105 percent threshold at any level, then the number of dwelling units which would
exceed the threshold would make a school facilities payment to proceed to approval.
It is worth noting that two clusters, Blair and Poolesville, have a utilization rate greater than
103% as of the July 1, 2015 effective date. The Blair cluster is at 103.9% at the elementary
school level. The Poolesville cluster is at 103.2% at the high school level. This means that an
application for residential subdivision in one of these clusters may tip the utilization rate above
105% and require a school facility payment at the applicable level for those units that exceed
105%. Following this approval, the cluster will require a school facility payment at the affected
school level for all new residential subdivisions.
More importantly, two school clusters are over 119% under the FY16 Annual School Test: the
Walter Johnson cluster is at 119.8% utilization at the high school level, and the Northwood
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